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Co-chairs Commissioner Wortzel and Commissioner Fiedler, members of the commission, thank you for the opportunity to testify for this hearing on China’s Military Power Projection and U.S. National Interests. For my testimony, I will discuss the motivations behind China’s development of expeditionary military capabilities, the influence that the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) has on China’s development of expeditionary capabilities, legal and security frameworks that Beijing uses to justify the deployment of its military overseas, and how the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) uses participation in United Nations peacekeeping operations (PKOs), humanitarian assistance/disaster relief (HA/DR), and counter piracy operations to gain overseas experience.

The Motivations Behind a PLA Expeditionary Force

Over the past decade, Beijing has increasingly adopted a larger military footprint to secure China’s expanding interests beyond East Asia—which include protecting the millions of Chinese citizens living abroad, preserving access to energy resources, protecting economic investments and BRI infrastructure projects, and securing critical shipping lanes. Although such operations have been relatively limited to date, the PLA is steadily improving its expeditionary capabilities and has engaged in HA/DR missions, noncombatant evacuation operations (NEOs), counter piracy operations, and peacekeeping missions abroad.

Significant questions remain as to what path China will ultimately take with its expeditionary force, overseas military infrastructure, and supporting logistical capabilities. Will the PLA keep its expeditionary capabilities modest, to be used for specific, discrete missions, or is Beijing aiming for a more ambitious force that can not only secure China’s interests but also shape the security environment, project global power, and grow China’s influence overseas? Examining the motivations behind why China desires an expeditionary capability is critical to assess the direction of a future PLA expeditionary force. Chinese literature and official speeches articulate several reasons why China needs expeditionary military capabilities. These can be binned into four categories: 1) Xi Jinping’s “Chinese Dream” construct and the need for a strong military to achieve Great Power status; 2) Beijing’s expanding involvement in international affairs and the desire to actively shape the security environment; 3) Domestic expectations for the protection of Chinese interests; and 4) Increased pressure on Beijing to be a security provider for the international community.

The Chinese Dream

Xi Jinping has outlined a vision to elevate China’s role in the world, referred to by the terms the “Chinese Dream” and “National Rejuvenation.”¹ This vision lays out policy objectives to ensure economic prosperity, social stability, and an overall higher quality of life for Chinese citizens. It also contains policy objectives related to expanding the country’s national power through

modernizing the military to protect China’s interests at home and abroad. Although Hu Jintao in 2004 directed the PLA to develop the means to protect China’s interests overseas through the New Historic Missions, the Chinese Dream takes this direction further by linking Beijing’s economic and security goals through policy initiatives such as the BRI. According to Chinese analysis, the BRI contributes to a more stable security environment through regional integration, improves China’s energy security, and expands Beijing’s influence overseas. With the Chinese Dream and the BRI linked to China’s security goals, Beijing has provided the PLA with justification for building an expeditionary force.

**Beijing’s Expanding Involvement in International Affairs**

A second motivation behind the PLA’s development of expeditionary capabilities is China’s increasing involvement in international affairs and Beijing’s willingness to use political, economic, and military power to actively shape the international environment in favor of China’s interests. Increased investment in United Nations PKOs is one example of Beijing’s greater willingness to use its military to shape the international environment. China is now the number one contributor of peacekeeping troops to the UN, with a force consisting of 8,000 soldiers. It is also the number two funder of PKOs, contributing 15% of the UN’s peacekeeping budget in 2019. Another example of China’s willingness to use the military to shape the international security environment is the opening of the PLA’s naval base in Djibouti, which allows the PLA to preposition resources, conduct regular maritime operations, and station a permanent troop presence—currently a contingent of PLA Navy Marine Corps (PLANMC)—on the strategic waterways of the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden.

**Domestic Expectations**

The Chinese public increasingly expects the government to be able to protect citizens when an incident occurs overseas, and these expectations create pressure on the PLA to develop and deploy the necessary expeditionary capabilities. The PLA has been caught off guard in past situations where Chinese citizens were in danger, such as when unrest swept Libya in 2011 and
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Chinese oil companies were attacked. In that case, the PLA’s lack of capabilities forced Beijing to dispatch civilian assets—including charter flights, China COSCO Shipping Company transport ships, and fishing boats—to rescue its citizens. Chinese citizens overseas have faced other dangerous situations such as in Mali in 2015, when 15 PRC citizens were taken hostage and 3 killed in a terrorist attack. In the aftermath of the attack, Xi Jinping promised the public that Beijing would strengthen China’s ability to respond to terrorism abroad; a direct call for the PLA to hone its expeditionary capabilities. Similarly, PRC businessmen were in harm’s way when a wave of unrest swept Uganda in 2018, targeting Chinese investments and forcing the Ugandan president to deploy the local military to protect Chinese citizens. As more Chinese nationals move abroad for BRI projects, the public expects that the PLA can keep them safe should a crisis arise.

**Pressure to Be an International Security Provider**

The use of PLA expeditionary capabilities to support disaster relief and augment international security is a rationale Beijing uses to justify both the building of an expeditionary force and overseas facilities such as the naval base in Djibouti. Xi Jinping has publicly stated that the military should play a pivotal role in “the maintenance of international security affairs” and try its best to provide more “public security products to the international community.” This includes the provision of aid to other nations and their citizens when the PLA is called upon, such as during natural disasters or conflicts. The PLA has conducted limited operations to assist foreigners abroad, including the 2015 NEO in Yemen where the PLA rescued both Chinese nationals and citizens from other countries, and HA/DR operations in Haiti, where the PLA sent a contingent of peacekeeping troops to assist following the 2011 earthquake.

China has also come under criticism when it has failed to respond to disasters, including after Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines where the U.S. provided substantial aid to the ravaged nation while China did little other than offer a small financial donation and send a relief team. Though
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in the past the PLA’s lack of expeditionary capabilities hampered China’s ability to render aid and provide security to other nations, it is building enough expeditionary maritime and air capabilities to provide at least limited assistance in the aftermath of disaster or conflict overseas, or to address threats such as piracy. Beijing will increasingly face pressure to use the PLA’s expeditionary capabilities to assist with international security as China’s role in the world grows.

The BRI and Development of PLA Expeditionary Capabilities

Beyond the drivers discussed above, BRI projects and investments, which are often located in unstable or vulnerable areas of the world, have heightened the operational and strategic security risks to Chinese interests. This in turn has increased the urgency for the PLA to develop the expeditionary capabilities required to address these threats to China’s interests, which include:

Maritime Security

*Security of sea lines of communication (SLOCs) and maritime trade routes.* China’s overseas trade relies on several major commercial shipping routes, which pass through regional hotspots such as the South China Sea, the Malacca Strait, the Bay of Bengal, the North Sea, and potentially the Arctic in the future.12 China has long held security concerns over the vulnerability of maritime trade routes such as the Malacca Strait, a strategic chokepoint, and recently raised the security level for its civilian shipping vessels heading through the Strait.13 The BRI “Maritime Silk Road,” which seeks to better connect China and open new trade routes through strategic access to global ports and waterways, will further create vulnerabilities in the maritime domain such as greater exposure to piracy and terrorism.14

*Security for overseas ports and bases.* As it expands its maritime footprint abroad, China must also consider security for overseas ports and bases. While security at Chinese-operated ports has so far been handled by a combination of local security forces and private security companies, as China’s presence in the maritime realm expands it will likely attempt to negotiate dual civilian-military access agreements to be able to rely more on the PLA for protection.15 This might include establishing agreements in BRI countries for preferred access to overseas commercial
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15 The 2019 version of the U.S. Department of Defense China military power report states that in 2018 China sought to expand its military basing and access in the Middle East, Southeast Asia, and the western Pacific, though it was constrained by the “willingness of host countries to support a PLA presence.” U.S. Department of Defense, *Annual Report to Congress*, (Washington, D.C., 2019), p. 16.
ports and a limited number of PLA logistic facilities collocated with those ports. A significant BRI investment recipient such as Pakistan might enter into such an agreement.

**Border Security**

With fourteen neighbors, China has the most land borders of any country in the world. As China’s interests have increased so too have Beijing’s concerns about border security, including the threat of terrorism along the border that targets Chinese citizens or BRI infrastructure and energy projects. BRI investments in Central Asia and South Asia, including Pakistan, Tajikistan, and Afghanistan are vulnerable to instability and terrorism, and China is also concerned about terrorists crossing the border via Afghanistan’s Wakhan Corridor. As a result, the PLA, or the People’s Armed Police (PAP), has reportedly established a small border facility in Tajikistan, from where they can monitor the passage into Afghanistan. The PLA has also conducted joint border patrols with the Pakistani and Tajik militaries, as well as with Afghan security forces, though this has not been officially confirmed.

**Host Country Unrest and Conflict**

China has already had to confront local unrest and conflict that threaten its investments and citizens, and this is likely to be a continuing theme as BRI investments in Africa, South America, and South Asia increase. For example, in 2018 the Ugandan military was ordered to protect Chinese companies following a spate of robberies that cost Chinese investors significant sums of money. In 2015, two Chinese diplomats were shot to death in the Philippines, and that same year seven Chinese nationals were among the 170 hostages taken in Mali. The PLA has had to deploy twice to evacuate citizens, sending a frigate to safeguard evacuees in Libya in 2011, and
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conducting a larger NEO in Yemen in 2015 to evacuate more than five hundred citizens of various countries.\textsuperscript{22}

\textit{Protection of infrastructure}

BRI investments include building factories, pipelines, railways, and roadways, particularly in Central and South Asia. China has so far protected these investments using local security forces and, increasingly, private security companies.\textsuperscript{23} While the PLA is unlikely to deploy abroad only to protect these investments (barring other security threats), it is possible that in the future the PLA or the PAP might negotiate agreements to join host country security forces to protect vulnerable or critical infrastructure such as large oil and gas pipelines or facilities.

\textbf{Security Frameworks and Legal Justifications for PLA Expeditionary Operations}

China justifies the acquisition and use of its nascent expeditionary military capabilities in the following ways:

First, Beijing has worked to align the security interests of BRI countries with China’s own interests through the creation of security dialogs and frameworks for security cooperation, which in turn provide a foundation for future military cooperation and expanded PLA presence. Examples include China’s efforts to protect BRI projects through the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), which has focused on counterterrorism and protection of oil and gas pipelines in Central Asia.\textsuperscript{24} The Quadrennial Cooperation and Coordination Mechanism (QCCM), established in 2016, includes Pakistan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, and China, and provides a forum for military and security cooperation with between its members. It also functions as the primary security dialogue between China and Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{25}

Second, in 2015 China adopted a counterterrorism law that provides legal justification for the PLA to deploy overseas, stating that the PLA and the PAP “may assign people to leave the country on counterterrorism missions as approved by the Central Military Commission.”\textsuperscript{26} Notably, the law does not state that China must receive the permission of the host country prior to deploying. Furthermore, the term “counterterrorism missions” is broad and can encompass
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threats to citizens, infrastructure, and even China’s maritime interests such as overseas ports and facilities. Given this, the PLA could hypothetically deploy overseas under the counterterrorism law to address many of the threats to BRI interests discussed above.

Third, China cultivates the narrative that PLA expeditionary capabilities contribute to international security. Beijing uses this to justify PLA participation in UN peacekeeping operations, for example, where the PLA is the largest contributor of troops and is expanding its role. The PLA Navy has for years portrayed the Gulf of Aden counter piracy operations as beneficial to international security. Chinese media hailed the opening of the Djibouti naval base as “good for regional stability,” and contributing to “international obligations.” The PLA’s activities overseas help to normalize China’s military presence abroad, contribute to China’s influence, and support the narrative that the military can be beneficial to international security.

**PLA Overseas Experience and Training for Future Expeditionary Operations**

PLA participation in peacekeeping operations, counter piracy efforts, and HA/DR also provide a low-risk training environment for Chinese troops. Although the PLA’s expeditionary missions have expanded in recent years, only a small percentage of troops and commanders have deployed to missions abroad. Deployments by the PLA Navy Marine Corps to Djibouti, increased participation in UN PKOs, and a possible future expansion of counter piracy operations to the Middle East will augment the PLA’s overseas experience. UN PKOs, for example, provide the PLA with experience working with multinational forces deployed overseas. Apart from multilateral exercises conducted under the auspices of the SCO, the PLA does not have a great deal of experience working with or commanding multinational forces in hostile environments. The UN peacekeeping operations also provide some deployment experience for the PLA’s Special Forces units (SOF), which have been sent to the UN mission in Mali. The Gulf of Aden counter piracy operations have allowed the PLA to iron out logistics and clarify command and control for the deployed task forces, although these would likely still be challenges for the PLA in a larger overseas operation.

Although they do provide some deployment experience, the PLA’s current overseas missions are relatively limited in scope and do not offer the kind of training that the military would need for more complex expeditionary operations. Lack of experience and training could hamper the PLA should it need to conduct large-scale complex expeditionary missions, such as a sustained operation to protect Chinese citizens and investments from unrest or a NEO in a hostile environment—both plausible scenarios given the expansion of BRI investments around the world. The reality is that many of the PLA’s expeditionary capabilities will be tested for the first time during a crisis, and this, along with military planning, will shape the future of the PLA’s expeditionary force. Finally, perhaps the greatest benefit to China of PLA participation in overseas operations is that it enables the military to build institutional ties with local forces.
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increases China’s influence with host country governments, and normalizes PLA presence overseas. Like the security frameworks discussed above, Beijing can use these military and security ties to expand China’s overseas military footprint in the future.

**Implications for the United States**

The motivations described in this testimony demonstrate that the PLA has an operational imperative to develop the expeditionary capabilities to protect its overseas interests. China will continue to use the defense of its global security interests, along with security cooperation agreements like the QCCM and the counterterrorism law to justify the development and use of its expeditionary military capabilities in the coming decade.

These motivations also provide some clues as to how Beijing might choose to use its expeditionary capabilities in the future. The PLA might deploy when:

- Drivers pressure Beijing to act, such as the Chinese public’s expectations to protect citizens or to prove to the international community that China can defend its interests. Examples include the 2015 NEO in Yemen and the counter piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden.
- Chinese interests are directly threatened. Examples include infrastructure and energy projects or terrorist threats against Chinese nationals living in BRI countries.
- PLA presence can help build influence and military ties with host governments, train local security forces to protect China’s interests, and lay the groundwork for future military expansion if required. PLA and PAP deployments to Tajikistan are an example of this.
- The PLA can gain overseas deployment experience and training while protecting China’s interests and contributing to international security missions. The PLA’s participation in UN peacekeeping operations in Sudan and Mali fall into this category.
- The PLA’s expeditionary capabilities are sufficiently developed to accomplish the mission.

Finally, the United States should be prepared for China to use its overseas military power as a foreign policy tool as the PLA’s expeditionary capabilities grow. This is already happening: PLA and PAP deployments to BRI countries in Africa, Central Asia, and South Asia augment China’s economic and political influence in those regions. Beijing will likely continue to use its military to boost relations with key countries and shape the international security environment. Of course, this also carries some risks for China as increased use of the military overseas may alienate some countries.

**Policy Recommendations for the United States Congress**

1) **Work to deepen engagement with countries that are considering military cooperation with China.** The United States should increase engagement with potential Chinese military partners. By offering a mix of incentives and disincentives, the U.S. can limit the options Beijing has to establish and expand military presence overseas while augmenting U.S. security cooperation efforts and deepening military relationships.
2) **Take advantage of opportunities for closer international relationships as Chinese expeditionary capabilities expand.** A stronger expeditionary PLA will undoubtedly create some angst around the world as concerns arise about China’s military objectives and influence. The United States should look for opportunities to form closer relationships with states that have these concerns and that would consider more military engagement U.S. forces. For example, India, which is worried about the PLA Navy establishing routine patrols in the Indian Ocean, might welcome a closer U.S.-India military relationship, particularly with regard to surveillance assistance in the Indian Ocean and the tracking of Chinese submarines.

3) **Consider options for influencing China’s use of the PLA overseas.** Although Beijing might have the option of deploying the PLA to address security threats or crises, the United States should look for opportunities to shape China’s use of its expeditionary military force. This could include rallying U.S. allies and partners to back Chinese action to resolve a security issue, for example. Or it might include using the lack of foreign support for PLA involvement to attempt to tip China’s calculus in the direction of pursuing nonmilitary options.

4) **Increase dialogue on Chinese security issues between U.S. combatant commands, defense and diplomatic attachés around the world, and allies and partners.** The PLA is likely to have an increased role in shaping the international security environment and building China’s influence overseas as its expeditionary capabilities improve. To prepare for this, the United States should work to better connect U.S. and allied military organizations around the world to discuss PLA expeditionary capabilities and China’s overseas influence.